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Abstract

The reaction mechanism of ester hydrogenation catalyzed by a bidentate aminophosphine ligated manganese catalyst was studied by DFT calculations. Particular emphasis was placed on the role of the alkoxide base additives. The presence of such basic promoters as KOTBu can improve the catalyst activity by lowering the activation barriers of H2 dissociation as well as the hydrogenation step. The promoting effect of KOTBu on H2 activation is much stronger than that of tert-butoxides with other alkali metals, which is crucial for the catalyst regeneration from the deactivated Mn-alkoxide species in the resting state.

1. Introduction

Catalytic reductions of carbonyl derivatives such as ketones, aldehydes, and carboxylic acid derivatives with molecular hydrogen have become a critical synthetic strategy towards the production of a broad scope of bulk and fine chemicals [1–5]. Attractively, catalytic processes employing gaseous H2 as the reductant principally operate waste-free, and thus are inherently more atom-efficient and environmentally benign compared to the stoichiometric processes employing such reducing agents as lithium aluminium hydride and sodium borohydride currently dominating the pharmaceutical industry [1,6]. While catalytic systems for the reduction of carboxylic acid derivatives historically were based on noble metals [3] (e.g. Ru, Os, and Ir), in recent years attention has shifted towards development of early transition-metal based catalysts such as Fe [7,8], Co [9–11], and Mn [12–15].

Due to its high natural abundance and excellent biocompatibility, manganese is considered an attractive metal for fine-chemical and pharmaceutical applications as the low toxicity renders quantitative removal of catalytic residues superfluous. Consequently, increased focus of the scientific community has culminated in exceptionally rapid development of a series of highly active Mn-catalysts capable of efficiently reducing particularly challenging carbonyl substrates such as carboxylic acid esters and nitriles [12,13]. This tremendous progress was associated in part with the use of well-established pincer ligand platforms [8,16,17], rather than by the development of novel tailor-made ligands for the chemically distinct Mn(I) systems. This transition, however, does not account for the divergent chemical reactivity of Ru and Mn. The latter, for example differ in the relative stability of metal alkoxide complexes, which are experimentally observed and are often considered off-cycle resting states. Transition metal alkoxides may be considerably more stable than their catalytically active hydride counterparts, as was demonstrated by Gauvin and co-workers in a detailed mechanistic study of acceptorless dehydrogenative coupling (ADC) of alcohols – the microscopic reverse of ester hydrogenation [18].

The often disadvantageous stability of Mn-alkoxides has also been proposed by us [19]. We experimentally observed an unusual dependence of the extent of ester hydrogenation by the Mn catalyst containing bidentate aminophosphine ligand (Mn-P,N) on the concentration of KOTBu base promoter (Scheme 1). This obser-
vation led to the proposal of catalyst inhibition by small alcohols formed upon hydrogenation of the ester substrate, ultimately leading to the formation of stable manganese alkoxides [19]. Analogous to the Ru-based systems studied in detail by the groups of Bergens [20] and Morris [21], we hypothesized that the base is required to reactivate the catalytically active hydride species through the base-assisted alkoxide elimination [19]. In conjunction with the large effect of base loading, we experimentally found a strong impact of both the chemical nature of the Lewis acidic alkali metal cation (K > Na > Li) and the alkoxide fragment (O(Bu) > OEt > OM) e) of the basic promoter on the catalytic activity of 1.

As a separate phenomenon, the Lewis acid promotion is known in homogeneous (de)hydrogenation catalysis [22,23]. Namely, Hartmann and Chen demonstrated experimentally that N—H substitution for N-LA (LA = Li', Na', K') in Noyori-type catalysts is a viable pathway that may assist catalysis by cleavage of molecular H2 bound to the Ru center with the involvement of an alkoxide anion [22]. Subsequently Dub et al. concluded that the presence of such an O—H functionality (e.g. alcoholic products, protic solvents, traces of water) indeed could reduce hydrogen bond cleavage energies by as much as 40–80 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) [24]. Similarly, it was shown that coordination of potassium to the Ru-N moiety reduced H2 cleavage barrier by ca. 40 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) [25]. As these detailed works, with few exceptions [26], mainly address noble metal catalyzed ketone hydrogenation, a little is known about the role of base promoters in Mn-catalyzed hydrogenation of esters. With the impact of the base promoter apparently being more critical for Mn catalysts [19] compared to other systems, we aimed here at formulating the rationale behind this effect.

In this work we present a detailed computational study of the mechanism of ester hydrogenation by manganese complexes with bidentate aminophosphine ligands. Particular emphasis is placed on the role of Lewis acid and alkoxide additives that were shown to profoundly impact the catalytic performance. In particular we analyze separately the role of the base at the stage of Mn-P,N complex preactivation and its promoting role within the catalytic cycle for ester hydrogenation (Scheme 2). The results presented not only allow to refine and extend the mechanistic picture postulated earlier for this system but also to create a basis for the discussion of the specific role of base promoters in hydrogenation catalysis by multifunctional catalyst systems.

2. Computational details

All density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the hybrid PBE0 exchange-correlation functional [27] as implemented in Gaussian 09 D.01 program [28]. Our previous studies on homogeneously-catalyzed processes [29,30] have evidenced the high accuracy and predictive power of this methodology for various homogeneously-catalyzed reactions. A recent detailed computational analysis by Leitner and co-workers demonstrates that PBE0 provides the optimal performance in terms of the correctness of the representation of the electronic structure and reactivity on Mn-containing systems in varying oxidation states [31]. Geometry optimizations were performed with all-electron 6-31G(d) basis set for all atoms, and vibrational analysis was then carried out for all structures at the same level to identify the true nature of the stationary points. All structures corresponding to local minima showed no imaginary frequencies, while transition state (TS) structures were characterized by a single imaginary frequency corresponding to the expected reaction coordinate. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) approach was employed to examine the connectivity between the transition states and the corresponding minima. The electronic energies were refined by single-point calculations with 6-311+G(d) basis set on all atoms. Bulk solvent effects were accounted for by single-point polarizable continuum model (PCM) corrected at this level of theory using the gas-phase-optimized geometries (THF solvent, \(\epsilon = 7.4257\)). The reaction (\(\Delta G_{\text{rin}}\)) and activation energies (\(\Delta G_{\text{bin}}\)) reported in the manuscript were corrected for zero-point energy (ZPE) from the normal-mode analysis within the ideal gas approximation at a pressure of 1 atm and temperature of 373 K. For species in solution, the entropic contribution arising from translational degrees of freedom was computed as 1/2 of that for the isolated gas-phase molecule [32,33].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Pre-catalyst activation

The direct role of the base promoter in the catalytic ester hydrogenation with 1 and related halide transition metal complexes is to convert them to a catalytically active hydrido species 3 (Scheme 2) capable of sustaining the catalytic cycle. Fig. 1 presents the optimized structures for the reaction intermediates and transition states together with the computed energetics of the elementary reaction steps during the catalyst activation process. The corresponding free energy diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The first step in the catalyst activation sequence is the reaction of 1 with KO'Bu base resulting in an exergonic exchange of the halide ligand in 1 with an O'Bu group to form 2. To enable the subsequent hydrogenolysis process, a coordination site on the Mn center needs to be liberated. This is achieved via a sequence of rather unfavorable reaction steps involving first the displacement of the O'Bu ligand, which according to the current DFT calculations is accompanied by the deprotonation of the amino-moiety of the bidentate P,N ligand forming 2a featuring a coordinated HO'Bu molecule. This is followed by the displacement of HO'Bu with an H2 molecule to form a c-c complex 2c. The complete reaction sequence is endergonic by 78 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) and proceeds with an apparent free energy barrier of 86 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (\(\Delta G_{373K,\text{THF}}^{3}\)) and 86 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (\(\Delta G_{373K,\text{THF}}^{3}\)). Clearly, the rather weak coordination of molecular H2 is not sufficient to compensate for the energy losses related to the deprotonation of the P,N ligand and the dissociation of the Mn-O bond during this transformation of the precatalyst 1 to intermediate 2c. This reaction sequence can therefore be viewed as a pre-activation of both the Mn complex that is followed by a highly exergonic (\(\Delta G_{373K,\text{THF}}^{3} = -112\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\)) and nearly barrierless (\(\Delta E^{\ddagger} = 0\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\); \(\Delta G_{373K,\text{THF}}^{3} = 10\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\)) heterolytic splitting of the pre-coordinated H2 via a 6-membered ring cyclic TS2c-2d to give the Mn-hydrido adduct coordinated to HO'Bu molecule (2d). The latter is leaving the reactive ensemble exergonically (\(\Delta G_{373K,\text{THF}}^{3} = -18\text{ kJ mol}^{-1}\)) to yield the octahedral complex 3. The presence of the tert-butanol molecule in the second coordination sphere of Mn is crucial for this activation reaction sequence. First of all, the hydrogen bonding of an alcohol with the amido-moiety in the deprotonated trigonal-bipyramidal Mn-P,N complex (2b)

![Scheme 1. Hydrogenation of ester with a Mn-P,N complex 1.](image)
facilitates its conversion to an octahedral state necessary for H₂ coordination. More important is the proton shuttle role of the alcohol in the subsequent heterolytic H₂ cleavage step that is key to forming the 6-membered ring transition state needed to establish a low-barrier reaction path.

Summarizing, the computational results discussed thus far provide an insight into the minimal and essential roles of both the cationic and anionic part of the base in the catalyst activation process. The cation in the reaction scheme considered effectively determines the thermodynamics of the initial Br elimination step by (I) influencing the basicity of the conjugated base and (II) defining the solubility and stability of the resulting bromide salt byproduct. In experiment, the low solubility of the latter would be highly beneficial to achieve its rapid elimination from the reaction mixture. The anionic part of the base plays a more direct role in the current activation scheme. Not only it defines the thermodynamics and kinetics of the intermediate deprotonation steps but also ensures the formation of a favorable reaction environment necessary for a facile hydrogen activation by the deprotonated Mn complex to form the activated Mn-hydrido complex 3.

### 3.2. Catalytic cycle

The formation of 3 is the starting point of the ester hydrogenation catalytic cycle. In this section we will discuss the most favorable reaction channels for the initial phase of the ester hydrogenolysis until the formation of an aldehyde intermediate (complex 7 in Scheme 2). The optimized structures of the reaction intermediates and transition states along with the respective energetics of the elementary transformations are presented in Fig. 3. As we will discuss in the next section, aldehyde reduction is a facile process and follows a fundamentally similar mechanism. In this section, the mechanistic analysis will consider the conversion of a model methyl acetate (MeOAc) substrate along the reaction channels that do not directly involve additional promoting reagents except molecular H₂. The mechanistic concepts outlined

![Scheme 2. Proposed reaction mechanism of ester hydrogenation catalyzed by Mn complexes [19].](image-url)
here will be used as a basis for the discussion on the catalytic role of the base and the influence of the nature of the substrate in the follow-up sections.

The catalytic reaction starts with a slightly exothermic complexation of 3 with MeOAc to give 3a. The formation of a hydrogen bond between the carbonyl moiety of the substrate and the NH group of the ligand (r(NH···OC) = 1.96 Å) is the main driving force for the formation of adduct 3a and it also appears to play a role in defining the subsequent reaction channel. The transfer of the proton along this hydrogen bond effectively increases the electrophilicity of the adjacent carbonyl moiety enabling thus the hydride attack and the conversion of 3a to 4 via a concerted transition state TS$_{3a-4}$. Interestingly, our extensive relaxed potential energy scan calculations carried out to establish the most favorable reaction channel for this conversion pointed to the crucial role of the proton transfer at the initial phase of the reduction process. Counterintuitively, the reaction channels initiated by the hydride transfer more often failed to reach the desired product and...
commonly showed a more steep energy profile. Nevertheless, even the concerted reduction path to $4$ that is an acetal intermediate hydrogen-bonded with the deprotonated Mn-P,N is a highly activated process. The reaction is endergonic by 103 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and shows a free energy barrier of 124 kJ mol$^{-1}$. It is followed by the coordination of an H$_2$ molecule ($4$ + H$_2$ → $5$) that further increases the free energy of the system by 39 kJ mol$^{-1}$ and proceeds with an overall barrier of 47 kJ mol$^{-1}$. Similar to catalyst preactivation process discussed above, these energy losses are partially recovered at the next step involving heterolytic splitting of H$_2$ ($5$ → $6$). In the current catalytic mechanism, the ether moiety of the acetal acts as the proton-accepting base site. This protonation of the acetal intermediate and the formation of a new Mn—H bond are accompanied by the reprotonation of the P,N ligand with a simultaneous cleavage of the C—O bond to yield $6$ containing acetaldehyde and methanol products coordinated to the starting Mn—H complex in a single step. Despite the low basicity of the acetal, this step proceeds with a very low barrier of only 20 kJ mol$^{-1}$. The slightly exergonic elimination of methanol byproduct from $6$ gives adduct $7$, from which a facile aldehyde reduction takes place. The computed barrier for acetaldehyde reduction in $7$ to ethanol is only 48 kJ mol$^{-1}$ that is almost 3-fold lower than the respective barrier for the ester reduction.

Besides this main reaction channel, our calculations reveal an alternative path that diverges from complex $4$ (Fig. 4) and involves the direct decomposition of the acetal intermediate to form a Mn-alkoxide intermediate $4c$ and acetaldehyde. The reaction is initiated by the deprotonation of the acetal by the strongly basic amide-moiety of the deprotonated P,N ligand. The formation of the methoxide adduct effectively blocks the catalytic reaction. The free energy diagrams presented in Fig. 5 clearly show that this side-path ($4$ → $4b$ → $4c$) is much more favorable both kinetically and thermodynamically than the alternative H$_2$ coordination steps ($4$ → $4a$ → $5$) providing a plausible explanation for the lack of the catalytic performance of the Mn-P,N catalysts under base-free conditions. The methoxy ligand binds strongly to the Mn center resulting in its lower reactivity towards H$_2$ activation necessary to proceed with the catalytic conversion. Experimental data shows that the reactivity of the complex can be restored by the addition of extra KO'Bu base [19], pointing to the crucial role of the base additive in the catalytic hydrogenation.

3.3. Catalytic role of base additive

The results presented thus far suggest that the direct ester reduction with Mn-P,N catalyst following a conventional
metal-ligand cooperative mechanism proceeds with an unexpectedly high barrier for the key hydride transfer step (3a → 4) and is additionally hampered by the formation of a stable alkoxide adducts resting state. These observations suggest a potential dual role of the base for the catalytic mechanism that is (i) the promotion of the hydride transfer and (ii) hydrogenolysis steps. The hydride transfer over 3 requires a prior polarization of the substrate. The “base-free” mechanism implies that such a polarization is achieved through the interaction with a proton generated during the rather unfavorable deprotonation of the NH group of the ligand. The presence of a large and accessible alkali cations of the conjugated alkoxide base additive within the reactive complex could provide the required polarization of the carbonyl group while retaining the stable configuration of the transition metal complex. Heterolytic cleavage of hydrogen over Mn-P,N is crucial for the regeneration of the Mn-H catalytic species both during the catalytic cycle and upon the hydrogenolysis of the alkoxide resting state. Basicity of the proton accepting site effectively controls the reactivity of these steps. The base additive is ultimate proton acceptor in the reaction medium and its reactivity is defined by the nature of its both ionic components [34].

3.3.1. Hydrogenation step
In the presence of strong inorganic bases such as alkali alkoxides (e.g. KO’Bu) commonly employed as the base additives in hydrogenation catalysis, the N-H moiety of the Mn-P,N complex can be replaced by K-N [25,35]. Such a substitution reaction for complex 3 with KO’Bu proceeds with a free energy barrier of 38 kJ mol⁻¹ (Fig. S1). To analyze the potential effect of such a substitution, the activation barriers for the hydrogenation of a range of model substrates over complex 3 and its analogue featuring the N-K moiety (3K) were compared (Scheme 3).

The computed activation energy and free energy barriers for the respective elementary reaction steps are summarized in Table 1. These results support the hypothesis on the promoting effect of the amide functionality on the hydrogenation step. For all substrates, calculations predict 10–25 kJ mol⁻¹ lower barriers over 3K compared to the parent NH-containing complex 3. In line with the proposal of Dub and Gordon [24], this promoting effect is mostly related to entropic factors. The secondary interaction with the alkali cation effectively directs the transformation of the activated substrate towards the desirable product. The electronic stabilization via polarization of the carbonyl moiety is most pronounced for the less bulky substrates (e.g. MeCOOMe) that allow for a more efficient interaction with both reactive centers in the complex. The minor role of the electronic polarization is further apparent from the reverse trend of the alkali-promotion with the expected Lewis acidity of the cations. The effect of the nature of the alkali cation was analyzed for the conversion of the most bulky PhCOO’Bu substrate. Although all alkali-modified catalysts showed a strong promoting effect on the free energy profile of the reaction compared to the parent NH form of the catalyst, the variation among the different alkali forms was only minor.

3.3.2. H₂ activation
A conceptually similar promoting effect of alkali cations can be noted for the hydrogen activation step over an alkoxide intermediate (Table 2). The presence of a large and mobile K⁺ cation effectively increases the basicity of the MeO⁻ species resulting in the decrease of the respective barrier for the hydrogenolysis step.
by ca. 10 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) compared to the NH-form of the catalyst. However, this promoting effect of the alkali cations is quite minor and cannot provide a sufficient driving force for the recovery of the catalytic complex from the alkoxide resting state. To enable the catalytic conversion of the ester, the small and strongly-bound MeO– species needs to be exchanged for a bulkier and more mobile tBuO– present in a high concentration in the working catalytic system. The combination of the K\(^+\) with tBuO– in the base promoter allows decreasing the free energy barrier for the hydrogenolysis of the alkoxide by more than 30 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (Table 2).

We further performed a thermodynamic analysis using realistic solvent models the Conductor-like Screening Model for Real Solvents (COSMO-RS) \[36,37\] and corrected the free energies for varying base concentration (for details see the supporting information). The computed concentration-dependent free energy changes for the key elementary steps at the reaction conditions (373 K, 50 bar H\(_2\)) are shown in Fig. 6. The data confirms generally the discussion above based on the standard enthalpies and Gibbs free energies. Only in the presence of an external base the hydrogenolysis of the methoxide adduct (\(4c + H_2 \rightarrow 3 + MeOH\)) becomes thermodynamically favorable. However, the base assisted path involving the alkoxide exchange step to form a tert-butoxide adduct (\(4c + KO'Bu \rightarrow 2 + KOMe\)) followed by its hydrogenolysis (\(2 + H_2 \rightarrow 3 + tBuOH\)) is much more exergonic at all conditions. The concentration-dependent free energy profiles presented in Fig. 6 indicate that the base not only acts as a reagent in the conversions discussed here but it also (at least at high concentrations) acts as a solvent affecting thus nonlinearly the energetics of the elementary steps.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>TS(NH)</th>
<th>TS(NK)</th>
<th>TS(NLi)</th>
<th>TS(NNa)</th>
<th>TS(NK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MeCOOMe</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhCOOMe</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhCOOEt</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhCOOBu</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeCHO</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhCHO</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\Delta E_{THF}\) and \(\Delta G_{THF}\) for TS(NLi) are 111 and 128 kJ mol\(^{-1}\); for TS(NNa) are 106 and 124 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), respectively.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cation</th>
<th>(R = tBu)</th>
<th>(R = Me)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\Delta E_{THF})</td>
<td>(\Delta G_{THF})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(^+)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li(^+)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K(^+)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Conclusion

The reaction mechanism of ester hydrogenation catalyzed by a bidentate aminophosphine ligated manganese catalyst in the presence of inorganic alkoxide bases was studied by DFT calculations. Calculations reveal that besides the direct involvement of KO'Bu as the stoichiometric reagent during the pre-catalyst activation, the inorganic base plays an important role in the catalytic cycle. We propose that the secondary interactions of the carbonyl moiety...
with a hard Lewis acidic K⁺ cations within the catalytic complex pre-activate the substrate and facilitate substantially the key hydride-transfer step of the catalytic ester reduction. The direct accessibility and pronounced mobility of the large potassium cations is shown to be more important for this process than its polarizing power that is the Lewis acidity. The promotion effect is most apparent from the variation of the activation free energy rather than its electronic counterpart indicating the crucial role of the entropic factors for the hydride transfer step. Furthermore, the presence of the inorganic base in the reaction mixture promotes the hydrogen activation steps required for the regeneration of the catalytic Mn-hydrido complexes. The DFT calculations reveal that the main catalytic cycle over the Mn-P,N catalyst operates via the outer-sphere mechanism. A competing path resulting in the formation of stable Mn-alkoxide intermediates is identified and it results in the in situ catalyst inhibition. The reaction with a strong inorganic base facilitates the hydrogenolysis of such a resting state intermediate to reactivate the catalytic system. For this process, the bulkiness of the anionic part and, accordingly, the mobility of the alkoxide moiety is the primary factor determining the reactivity.
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